Search for family members and family reunion

Because of:

• Armed conflicts
• Wars
• Catastrophes
• Flight and migration
• Relocation and resettlement
• World War II

You have been separated from your family due to armed conflicts, flight, or migration? We can help you to get in contact with family members.

International search
With the help of the international tracing service network, we can help you with the worldwide search of family members. We are happy to take on your search query!

Since 2013, refugees in Europe can search for their family members with a photograph via the website www.tracetheface.org by the ICRC. Please contact us if you want to upload a photograph.

World War II
Research and clarifications of fate of missing family members.

Family reunion

The tracing service of the German Red Cross (DRK) with its tracing service counselling centres as well as the tracing service basis centres offer extensive services for late resettlers and refugees.

Late resettlers/Spätaussiedler
We offer advice for you and your family members concerning the Federal Refugees Act, the law on residence and the citizenship law.

Refugees
We offer advice concerning the legal requirements of family reunifications in Germany and support you during your visa application procedure.

You can share Red Cross Messages through the global network of the Red Cross, if other forms of contact (telephone, E-Mail, Social Media or letters) are not possible.

Visit www.brk.de for more information.
We are happy to help!

We act independently, impartially, and neutral. Your personal data and the data of the person you are looking for are treated strictly confidential! Our services are for free.

Our tracing service counselling centers:

Oberbayern
BRK-KV Ingolstadt
Sophia Bartsch
Auf der Schanz 30
85049 Ingolstadt
Tel. Nr. 0841/93 33 - 20
Fax Nr. 0841/93 33 - 29
bartsch@kvingolstadt.brk.de
Dates by prior arrangement

BRK-KV Landsberg/Lech
Anita Weigel
Max-Frieseneggerstr. 45
86899 Landsberg/Lech
Tel. Nr. 08191/91 88 - 22
Fax Nr. 08191-91 88 - 21
weigel@kvlandsberg.brk.de
Dates by prior arrangement

BRK-KV Altötting
Jörg Nieweg
Burghauser Str. 71a
84503 Altötting
Tel. Nr. 08671/9764 – 153
Fax Nr. 08671/9764 - 20
joerg.nieweg@swaltotting.brk.de
Monday: 13.00 – 16.30 Uhr; Friday: 08.00 -12.30 Uhr;
Dates by prior arrangement

BRK-KV München
Ivana Martinovic
Thalkirchner Straße 106/ 2.OG
80337 München
Tel. Nr. 089/890 83 60 14
Fax Nr. 089/890 83 60 10
ivana.martinovic@brk-muenchen.de
Dates by prior arrangement

Niederbayern/Oberpfalz
BRK-KV Dingolfing-Landau
Michael Grenz
Erlenstraße 2
84130 Dingolfing
Tel. Nr. 08731/74 253, Fax Nr. 08731/73 913
grenz@kvdingolfing.brk.de
Monday - Thursday: 08.00 - 12.00 Uhr und 13.00 - 16.00 Uhr, Friday: 08.00 - 12.00 Uhr

Ober- und Mittelfranken
BRK-KV Bamberg
Renate Lerch-Gurguta
Hainstraße 19
96047 Bamberg
Tel. Nr. 0951/98189-18, Fax Nr. 0951/98189-20
renate.lerch@kvbamberg.brk.de
Dates by prior arrangement

BRK-KV Nürnberg-Stadt
Birgit Koch
Sulzbacher Straße 42
90489 Nürnberg
Tel. Nr. 0911/53 01 – 230, Fax Nr. 0911/53 01 - 269
birgit.koch@kvnuernberg-stadt.brk.de
Dates by prior arrangement

Unterfranken
BRK-KV Haßberge
Karina Hauck
Industriestraße 20
97437 Haßfurt
Tel. Nr. 09521/95 50 – 252, Fax Nr. 09521/95 50 - 259
hauck@kvhassberge.brk.de
Dates by prior arrangement

Schwaben
BRK-KV Augsburg-Stadt
Susanne Hartmann
Johann-Strauß-Straße 11
86179 Augsburg
Tel. Nr. 0821/80 877 - 18
Fax Nr. 0821/80 877 – 14
hartmann@szaugsburg-stadt.brk.de
Dates by prior arrangement

BRK-KV Oberallgäu
Ursula Cassier
Haubenschloßstraße 12
87435 Kempten
Tel. Nr. 0831/52292 - 43
Fax Nr. 0831/52292 - 16
cassier@kvoa.brk.de
Dates by prior arrangement

BRK-KV Schweinfurt
Sandra Stark
Gorch-Fock-Str. 15
97421 Schweinfurt
Tel. Nr. 09721/94904 – 28
Fax Nr. 09721/94904 – 19
stark@kvschweinfurt.brk.de
Dates by prior arrangement

Head Office
Tracing Service/LAB
Eva-Maria Stary and Inez Petzold
Garmischer Straße 19 - 21
81373 München
Tel.: +49 (89) 9241 - 1262 , - 1351
Fax: +49 (89) 9241 - 411216 , - 411351
stary@lgst.brk.de, petzold@lgst.brk.de